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	Temporary File Folder
An old question but one that will recur, I would permanently replace the temporary folder PDF24 with a symbolic directory to a folder of the same name elsewhere (such as a RAM drive in my case) using the mklink command from a command prompt.
	Coding error about Chinese
You have to choose a font that supports Chinese characters.
	Request, Not A Question
Hello and thank you for PDF24... We are hoping to use PDF24 but now we have the same problem. We hope that soon it will be possible to quickly sign, save and overwrite a PDF file in its original location.
	Fillable .pdf
Please send me test file to forum@pdf24.org so that I can have a look. Please also send a short list of instructions which I can follow to reproduce the problem. You can also add screenshots.
	Fillable .pdf
Any updates on this? Does PDF24 allow creation and management of fillable forms yet? If so, where can one find the instructions?
	Fillable or Interactive Forms?
We have such topics on our TODO list, but currently we can not provide a solution here.
	PDF24 can't be installed
Hi, please go to https://tools.pdf24.org/creator and download the software for the x86 processor type. In the download section you can choose the installer type and the processor type.
	Transparencies in PDF-Printer
Please send me such a PDF file to forum@pdf24.org so that I can have a look what's happening here.
	Create and Edit Bookmarks
I'll second that. Bookmarks are essential in long PDF documents. Please tell us when we can expect this feature.
	Why does PDF24 OCR creates to identical files?
This is because you have configured an output directory and you have checked the "Save in same folder" option. If the directory of the source file is the same as the output directory, the the app saves two files. The first save operation saves in the output directory and the second saves the result in ... Read more

